TechCraze 2K16
Reel Realm
“Capture Your Vision”
Documentary Films are non-fictional, "slice of life" factual works of art. This Cinémavéritéis not just about recording what is
there but also presenting and editing to showcase a particular theme.Bring new ways to convey your ideas thatyou think would
bring a change. Make your own documentary and convey your views.

RULES & REGULATIONS:










The presenting team should consist of minimum 3 members.
The submitted documentaries should be in an expected 16:9 ratio(for better resolution). The documentary
has to be within 15 minutes.
The documentaries can be on any topic as per the selection by the candidates (no contents whatsoever
should be vulgar).
Prelims will go by a screening, out of which the top documentaries will be selected to undergo registration
and thereby enter the finals.
The documentaries should all be in English, ifa vernacular then it should have English subtitles.
Submission of all the documentaries is to be done within the 18th of March,2016.
The documentaries submitted should be through CDs, DVDs with names of the group members, their
college, and their contact details. Submission will be accepted through Google drive also along withthe
details as mentioned above to which we will send an acknowledgement. Submissions will also be accepted
physically.
Submit to techcraze2016@skf.edu.in with the subject as DTC.

Yes, I Agree…..
The film should be an original one, participants must hold the copyrights and reproduction rights of their film.
Tech Craze’16 team will take not any responsibility regarding any legal claim against any documentary.
Tech Craze’16 team will not be responsible for any kind of copyright violation. Any kind of plagiarism will lead to strict
disqualification of the film.
By participating in this contest, participants will be deemed to have as agreed to and accept the rules and regulations of the event.

N.B: The above mentioned points are subjected to change as per the requirements.

Contacts:
Indranil Mukherjee- 8967314802
Shreyosi Roy- 7098792242
Anjishnu Roy Chowdhury- 9476321363

